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CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 12 JUN 62

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: SAN JOSE
ACTION: TFW 10
INFO: DOP, 100 4, FL, FL/INT 2, WH 7, S/C 2, CI, CI/OPS

Gyrose

REF: DIR 14588 (OUT 89902) * BCN'TEN

WITHHOLDING ACTION ON REF UNTIL RETURN OF MAIL AT WHICH TIME WILL ELICIT INFO ON MANOLO RAY.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *STATED HQS DOES NOT YET DESIRE CONTACT MANOLO RAY. ALSO HQS DESIRED INFO WHICH WILL ASSIST IN ASSESSING ACTUAL EXTENT MORAL AND MATERIAL SUPPORT GIVEN RAY AND MRP AND WHETHER ANY EVIDENCE OF COMMITMENTS ON PART LA POLITICIANS TO INSTALL RAY AS HEAD POST LIBERATION CUBAN GOVT.
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